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About This Game

Hell Girls is a unique puzzle RPG that prioritizes match 3 strategy over speed. Fight monsters with diverse characters that have
unique fighting skills based on their personalities. With anime inspired artwork, each character has loads of cute and sexy

outfits. Hell Girls blends addictive gameplay with immersive roleplaying and story. Story: Three mysterious families are blessed
by the gods to give birth to girls with powers over fire, ice, and lightning every century. Their powers are unknown to others, but
they will be called by the gods to travel across Hell and Earth, slaying monsters to save the world from being swallowed by Hell’s

corruption.
Their quest has earned them the title of Hell Girls.

Features of the game:
It integrates match 3 and puzzle game mechanics, gem drops and RPG.

Each character has lots of cute and sexy clothing.
Each character has a unique playstyle based on her element.

Victory depends on strategy and skill rather than speed.
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A nice arcade style game for casual players or hardcore ones. Basically, the tiny droids revolve around you that attack and
protect you from opposing droids. A pretty good game that anyone can play and play against for a couple of bucks!. An
interesting environment to explore and interact in VR. There's a lot of fun activities and minigames to explore. A lot of attention
to detail by the developer. I have a lot to discover yet, but the minigolf and bowling are fun, and I loved playing the drums.

Honestly, I found this after I returned Pierhead Arcade because it doesn't support throwing on WMR headsets. That's being a
lazy developer, so I won't give him my money. Support those developers that are willing to support their customers.. Why are
there so many male characters panting scenes. Like.... 2 good looking dudes lie on the floor panting and crossing swords. Is that
innuendo to something?

I did own 360 version of this game, but played about halfway since I was playing with my friend's console. Didn't think 10 years
later I can finally finished the game.

Okay, first it's very good Port for me, so far it crash only once from 100 hours playthrough. And partly my fault since I switch
tab like crazy to look up monster drops for synthesis. And this is very old pc. Unlike the later version of tales that some part I
need to set graphic to ultra low. This one is very smooth till the end.

The game itself is kinda grindy to get the best flavor out of it. Just like how old games used to be. You can still play in easy
mode, but that would take all the fun. The ending is kinda lacking but since they changed writer after Abyss. I didn't get my
hopes up too much anyway. Still better than other franchise as of late though. Overall I give it 8 out of 10.

1 from translators take too much liberty in translation. The nuance is wrong in many parts of characters. Like Rita for example,
there is a line between Embarrassed and Edgy. She's a tsundere you know? The choice of words often comes out wrong. And
Yuri sometime feel like a thug while the sentence in Japanese is just Joking.

Another point deduct from some glitchs like delayed voices and skit didn't come out where it should or maybe just because
some different from the 360 version? Idk.

I still recommend though, maybe get it on sale. Causes at least I can play new game+ no problem. Unlike ToZ or ToB that's I
feel there's not a lot to play again.

Side note. I played Abyss 5 times ( 2 fresh start and 3 new game+) still can't beat Prof. Nebilliam yet. If Bandai team reading
this. I don't mind 6 or 7 playthrough :). Its a symple elegant idea pushed to the maximum speed. As a lover of the WipeOut
series I have enjoyed a lot this game. Well polished, balanced, and immersive. I can't wait for the final release!!!. Did you like
the games Asteroids and Defender? If you did, this game is a modern version of those games mashed together. The controls for
the game are awesome, and the graphics are very nice. The game feels really polished, I haven't noticed any bugs or glitches yet.
The only thing I would wish for that the game doesn't include is online co-op, everything else is spot on. Challenging and fun,
everything this type of game should be. Thank you Really Slick for making a superb game!. WARNING: YOU WILL NOT
REICIEVE ARMA 3: APEX IF YOU BUY THIS, YOU WILL GET ALL PREVIOUS DLC AND FUTURE, APEX IS NOT
A DLC IT IS AN EXPANSION PLEASE DONT GO COMPLAINING IN THE REVIEWS AND GIVING IT A THUMBS
DOWN JUST BECAUSE YOU ACTUALLY THOUGHT YOU WOULD GET A EXPANSION THAT COST MORE THAN
THIS BUNDLE ITSELF, THE DEVS ARE NOT STUPID. But in all honesty this is a real grab if you buy this in a bundle
instead of buying them all individually. This game isn't going to beat any decent RPG anytime soon, but i've seen worse , WAY
worse RPGs out there. Boy, the amount of trash out there can't be measured.

Pretty cliche'd story, very straightforward but doesn't get boring. Even when powerlvling to go OP, buy the best everythings and
steamroll everything on your path (lvl 30+) you won't spend over 4.5 hours on this, which is good as the story wont stretch
farther than that.

$0.49 for 4 hours of not boredom wasn't a bad tradeoff.
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After playing this game of a bit, i found to be actually quite enjoyable. There are some missions that are cake. Then there are
missions which will make you pull out your hairs. but then, one playthrough, something just clicks. you suddenly make all the
right moves. and it feels so satisfying.

I will recommend tackling Endless mode if you want to practice techniques or sharpen your mind before taking on the
Campaign levels. because those actually have a tendency to throw curveballs at you.

To play this game will require a quick mind. there will be no shortage of challenges to overcome. I would recommend this to
anyone looking for a game that will test their mettle.. This was definitely not worth the price. It does not add or change anything
that alters any of the gameplay. This is would have served better as content patch than DLC. Hopefully the developers take this
money and develop something worth buying and not another patch disguised as a DLC.. I enjoyed this game quite alot and
though its not too complicated it is fun and has plenty of entertinment valued for its price. If it were any more expencive I
wouldnt recomend it but its worth what you pay. I give it 8\/10. Even though this game is in early access, it is fun and I would
like to see what else the developers are adding. There are the occasional bugs but overall this is a pretty decent game.. I love
FPS's like this, fast and furious and a great world to explore. Would recommend to anyone who either loves Orcs or FPS
games!! :)
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